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  Unclear patent situation opens the door to 

competition and poses a serious threat to 

Croc’s revenue stream.  

 Crocs is destroying value through shrinking 

margins and a shrinking ROIC/WACC. 

 Market is overly optimistic on Croc’s 

operating cost/revenue. 

  

Company Description:   

 

Crocs, Inc. (CROX) designs and manufactures shoes for men, women, and children.  It was founded in 2002 in 

Boulder, Colorado as the maker of a simple rubber clog. Since the company’s founding, it has developed several 

other shoe designs, all of which maintain the soft, lightweight, non-marking, slip and odor-resistant qualities that 

made the original Crocs so successful.   
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Thesis 
Crocs was once a highly successful and popular shoe 

company, however, the rubber clog fad has come to an 

end, leaving Crocs in a very precarious financial situation. 

Its unclear patent situation opens the door to competition 

and poses a serious threat to Croc’s revenue stream. Crocs 

margins continue to shrink, as its shrinking top-line 

cannot sustain expenses, and is causing serious negative 

income implications. These declining margins, paired with 

a shrinking ROIC/WACC, mean value destruction for the 

once iconic shoe brand. The market is overly optimistic 

on Croc’s operating cost/revenue, the largest driver in its 

stock value. When this is adjusted to a more appropriate 

level, it becomes clear that Crocs is significantly 

overpriced, making it a SELL. 

 

Competition 
Over the last five years, Crocs has underperformed when 

compared to its major competitors, as well as the Nasdaq 

Composite Index. 

The chart above compares Crocs five year stock 

performance to that of Nike (red), Michael Kors (green) 

and VF Corporation (pink). While the competitors have 

seen some significant growth over the years, Crocs has 

remained stagnant.  

The Chart below demonstrates Crocs underperformance 

relative to the Nasdaq composite index. The index has 

grown 100% over the last five years, while CROX price 

has only grown 14% (and has declined since this chart was 

created).  

 

 

 

Patent Litigation 
A recent decision by a patent examiner denied Croc’s 

sole claim in its design patent covering overall shape and 

design of the clogs. The design patent was rejected 

because Crocs had made the shoes available for sale 

more than a year before seeking patent protection. 

This is a big problem for crocs, because without this 

patent, many other companies can pop up, offering a very 

similar product under a different name, potentially for 

less, causing a further decline in sales. Dan Hart, the chief 

legal and administrative officer, told Bloomberg BNA that 

the company is prepared to appeal to the U.S. Court of 

Appeals for the Federal Circuit. Meanwhile, the Crocs 

competitor that initiated the re-examination proceeding 

said it would continue to fight Crocs in pending federal 

district court proceedings, in which it is arguing not only 

that the design patent is invalid and unenforceable, but 

also that Crocs has violated antitrust law in taking action 

against other footwear companies.  

This continuing litigation battle will come at a high price, 

which is a serious problem for a company with already 

shrinking margins. When asked about this in its 2015 

earnings call, executives stated it was a “non-issue,” and 

refused to answer exactly what the patent covered or what 

percentage of sales is related to this particular patent.  

The fact that management feels this is not an issue, to me, 

is alarming, as both the possibility of increased 

competition and high legal fees would have a significant 

impact in the bottom line, which they are not projecting 

or addressing. Because they are not acknowledging this 

potential loss, it is likely Crocs will miss on earnings 

moving forward, causing a further decline in stock price.  

 

Losing Revenue 
During the last five years, Crocs has been showing 

lower-than-average results. Its revenue growth has 

decreased from 27% in 2011 to almost 0% in fiscal 2014, 

while the recent quarter statements show a negative 8% 

revenue growth and a more than 6% decline in gross 

profit. Net income has also decreased to sub-zero values. 

I expect this trend to continue in the future. 

In 2016, Crocs plans on closing several stores, which will 

undoubtedly impact their top line, as fewer stores means 

fewer sales. Crocs revenue is already too low to support 

its operations, so store closures could have some very 

serious implications.  

Additionally, Croc’s South Africa operations were held for 

sale as of December 31, 2015, and subsequently sold on 

January 19, 2016. Management estimated that South 
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African sales revenue for 2016 would be double-digit, so 

Crocs will be losing more revenue.  

Additionally, Management expects to see a decline in 

growth in Europe, which is the only significant revenue 

stream that is currently experiencing positive growth 

(sales in “all other” regions are growing rapidly, but still 

only make up $1.1M, a fraction of 1% of sales). 

 

  

The company's assumption that revenue will growth in 

the high single-digit percentage range through 2018 is 

overly optimistic given recent performance as well as the 

difficult global retail environment. Crocs has had an 

"uninspiring" early-spring sales outlook, and early spring 

U.S. retail checks aren't suggestive of building brand 

momentum.  

 

Shrinking Margins 
In addition to shrinking revenues, Crocs margins have 

been declining, and will continue to do so in the future. 

The chart below shows the growing gap between revenue 

and income, which is a result of declining margins. 

 
I expect this trend to continue moving forward, as 

management acknowledged they may be overly optimistic 

for the first half of fiscal 2016, and projects 2016 Q1 

margins to be negatively impacted.  

Additionally, future growth and openings will be 

exclusively focused on outlets. Outlets offer extreme price 

discounts, which will have a further negative impact on 

profit margins.  

 

 

Financials 
With a 5-year ROIC/WACC below the industry average 

(1.63 vs. 2.02, respectively), and falling dramatically (fallen 

below 1 to .63 in last twelve months), Crocs is not only 

creating less value than its competition, but it is destroying 

value. 

Additionally, EBITDA has been steadily declining since 

2012, and fell to -$37.78M in 2015, leading to a negative 

bottom line. This negative earnings is unsustainable, and 

poses a serious threat to Croc’s financial stability. 

 
 

Valuation 
The market is currently pricing Crocs according to its 

historical operating costs/revenue of 87.5%, however, I 

believe this to be too low. Last year operating costs were 

99.6% of revenue. While I do not believe this will always 

be the case, I think assuming the ratio will resort back to 

historical levels while revenue continues to decline is 

overly optimistic and unreasonable. Realized revenues 

have been approximately 1.5% lower than expectations 

over the last several quarters. Assuming this trend 

continues and operating costs remain approximately in 

line with estimates, operating cost/revenue, perhaps the 

largest value driver for Crocs, will remain high. I added a 

1.5% premium to the ratio the market it using to price 

Crocs, to get operating costs/revenue of around 89%. I 

then added an additional 1% premium to factor in the 

revenue decline that will come as a result of the selling of 

the South African business and the closure of retail 

locations, as well as increased legal fees. This 90% 

operating cost/revenue ratio dropped the intrinsic value 

down to $5.43 and a 1 year target price of $7.42.  

 

Conclusion 
While Crocs has had some success diversifying away from 

its trademark rubber clogs, ultimately the company seems 

to be a bit of a one-hit wonder, and is likely to continue 

struggling to find meaningful sales and profit growth. The 

company's weaknesses can be seen in multiple areas, such 

as its deteriorating revenue and net income, declining 
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margins, value destruction, and overall poor stock 

performance. With a current price of $9.83, and a 1 year 

target price of $7.42, Crocs offers a negative return of 

24.47%, making it a definite SELL.
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